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Introduction

This short talk summarizes my undergraduate studies about the
trigger system of the LHCb experiment during run 1 in 2012, this
involves a familiarization with the main aspects of the experiment.
A description of the LHCb trigger system is done from the involved
detectors, dataflow through the electronics, the selection and
analysis stages, in particular a trigger efficiency study was done
using Monte Carlo simulated samples for which a description of the
Dataflow in the LHCb software is shown.
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LHCb trigger system

The LHCb experiment at LHC

LHCb detector is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity 2 < η < 5 range designed for the
study of beauty and charm physics.



LHCb trigger system

Charmed and Beauty Hadrons
Characteristics

Hadrons containing b or c quarks have:
I a large mass of above 1Gev/c2 As a result the daughter

particles carry significant transverse momentum pT .
I large lifetimes: τ(B+) = (1.641± 0.008)ps and
τ(D0) = (0.410± 0.002)ps So the flight distances are much
larger than the IP (impact parameter) resolution of the LHCb
experiment.

I several key channels contain mouns in their final state, which
can be identified with LHCB’s muon system.



LHCb trigger system

2012 LHCb

I The combined tracking system provided a momentum measurement with
relative uncertainty from 0.4% at 5GeV/c to 0.6% at 100GeV/c.

I Impact parameter (IP) resolution of 20 µm for tracks with large
transverse momentum.

I Initial luminosity of 2 × 1032cm−1s−1 and L=4 × 1032cm−1s−1 at the end
of 2012.

The production cross sections in the LHCb acceptance for the bb and cc quark
pairs were:

I σbb = (75.3 ± 14.1)µb
I σcc = (1419 ± 134)µb

barn is a unit of unit of area originally used in nuclear physics for expressing the cross
sectional area of nuclei and nuclear reactions and is approximately the cross-sectional
area of a uranium nucleus. 1barn = 100fm2 = 10−28m2



LHCb trigger system

2012 Trigger Scheme

I L0: Level zero trigger. The task of
the L0 trigger is to reduce the rate
of visible interactions to 1MHz at
which the LHCb detector can be
read out.

I The first stage, HLT1, performs a
partial event reconstruction and an
inclusive selection of signal
candidates.

I HLT2 performs a full event
reconstruction, a set of inclusive
and exclusive selections reduces
the trigger rate to 5 kHz.



LHCb trigger system

Efficiency

Various effects contribute to the efficiency with which a given
decay channel can be detected:

I Acceptance.
I Trigger.
I Reconstruction.
I Selection efficiencies.

The particles in the candidate events must first lie within the
detector acceptance, then be triggered, reconstructed, and finally
pass the offline selection requirements.



LHCb trigger system

Efficiency

Each consecutive step reduces the sample further, leaving us with
a subset of all the events determined by the total decay rate. The
overall efficiency can thus be written as a product:

εTot = εAcc · εTrigg |Acc · εRec|Trigg · εSel |Rec

The trigger efficiency εTrigg |Acc for a given decay channel is defined
as the fraction of events containing the decay that are accepted by
the trigger:

εTrigg |Acc =
NTrigg |Acc

NAcc



LHCb trigger system

Efficiency

However, the detector records only events passing the trigger and
thus the number of events that the trigger processes (NAcc) is not
directly observable. An alternative procedure is make use of
measured data sets. so:

εTot = εAcc · εTrigg |Sel · εRec|Acc · εSel |Rec

εTrigg = εTrigg |Sel =
NTrigg |Sel

NSel

This allows the evaluation of the trigger efficiency using only
quantities measurable from the data samples.



LHCb trigger system

Trigger efficiency and TISTOS method

A number of events can be classified as TIS and TOS simultaneously (TISTOS),
which allows the extraction of the trigger efficiency relative to the online reconstructed
events from data alone. εTOS = NTISTOS/NGlobalTIS



LHCb trigger system

The LHCb Dataflow

I Collisions recorded by the LHCb detector go through a specific data flow
designed to maximize the data-taking efficiency and data quality.

I The simulated data is subject to the same deficiencies as in the processing of
real data.



L0 Trigger

L0 Decision Unit and key cuts for 2012

Key geometric and kinematic
variables for trigger:

I PT : Transverse momentum
I ET : Transverse energy
I χ2:
I IP: Impact parameter
I SPD multiplicity
I DOCA: Distance of closest

approach
I VS/σVS : Vertex

significance



L0 Trigger

L0 Lines and cuts



L0 Trigger

L0 Lines Efficiency
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L0 Trigger

L0 efficiency
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HLT

HLT1 inclusive cuts



HLT

HLT1 efficiency
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HLT

HLT2 exclusive cuts



HLT

HLT2 Efficiency
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HLT

HLT2 exclusive cuts



HLT

HLT2 Efficiency
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Conclusions

Conclusions

1. During this trigger efficiencies study a management of data of
events throughout the dataflow of the experiment was made and it
was able to reproduce the efficiencies reported for the channels
B+ → J/ψ(µµ)K+ and D0 → K−π+

2. The study of the reported channels served as training to carry out
the study in the 3 trigger levels for the radiative channel
B0 → K∗0γ with an efficiency of 71 % in L0 and 52 % for the
exclusive lines in HLT2, this channel mixes the main techniques for
event reconstruction because K∗0 leaves many hits from which a
track can be constructed, but γ alone Leaves a single deposit in the
electromagnetic calorimeter.
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Thank you.
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